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Abstract 

Purpose: Tests were performed to find a relationship between exposure indicators and 

effective dose to patients in exams of the head and torso. These relationships were used 

to create a dose monitoring system for computed radiography.  

Methods: First, the relationship between exposure indicator and plate exposure was 

investigated to ensure consistency among different beam qualities from different peak 

kilovoltages and attenuation thicknesses for two different CR vendors (Carestream and 

Philips). Second, transmission factors were measured with different grid conditions, 

field sizes, and attenuating thicknesses. These transmission factors were fit to surface 

plots of TF vs. kVp and thickness for each combination of grid condition and field size. 

This allowed us to determine the transmission factor for any combination of kVp, 

thickness, field size, and grid condition. The transmission factors for chest examinations 

were verified by imaging a Kyoto Lungman phantom with a Carestream system and 

analyzing the raw image data to determine average exposure behind the phantom and 

exposure to an unblocked region on the image. The transmission factors were then used 

to convert plate exposure to entrance skin exposure. Third, dose conversion coefficients 

were found for each exam through Monte Carlo simulations using PCXMC 2.0. These 

coefficients were used to convert from ESE to effective dose. The values for effective 

dose for chest exams were examined further to compare doses across different systems. 
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Results: The relationship between exposure indicators and plate exposure was found to 

be consistent across different beam qualities for both Carestream and Philips systems. 

There was some variability between machines which emphasized the importance of 

machine calibration. Overall, the equations relating exposure indicators and plate 

exposure were found to be consistent with those provided by the manufacturers. The 

transmission factors for chest exams through the Lungman phantom were found to be 

consistent with those calculated through our transmission factor equations. Doses for 

chest exams were found to be consistent with what was expected from our predictions 

and literature. The doses across different sites were found to vary by more than 50% 

which requires further examination to determine the cause of this variation. In our 

experiments, the doses from Carestream systems were consistently lower than those 

from Philips systems.  

Conclusions: We have developed a method to convert from exposure indicators to 

effective dose estimates and track these values across clinical systems and sites. We have 

also determined the dose of the 75th percentile and action levels for chest examinations at 

our institution. These 75th percentile doses were compared across all readers to 

determine how doses vary between sites. The action levels were used to pick out exams 

that require further examination to determine the cause of possible overexposures to 

patients. 
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1. Introduction  

The radiation dose that patients receive during diagnostic exams has become an 

increasingly important topic to address as public concern and patient overexposures 

have grown more visible. The majority of the focus has been on computed tomography, 

because there has been significant media coverage reporting patient over exposure from 

CT exams. Although CT has been the main focus of dose monitoring, dose from 

projection radiography is also important to monitor for three main reasons. First, 

projection radiography is fast, widespread, and low cost making it the most common 

source of medical radiation exposure in the United States [1]. Second, according to the 

linear no-threshold model, any amount of radiation dose could be harmful [2,3]. This 

model has been argued for and against [4,5], but is still in use for its conservative 

estimation assumptions. The third reason is that dose creep, or exposure factor creep, 

can occur without proper monitoring. Dose creep is a phenomenon where the dose 

administered in computed radiography (CR) has increased over time. Since 

overexposure leads to an image with less quantum mottle, radiologists are less likely to 

complain about an image with too high of an exposure. [6-8] 

Currently, monitoring of exposure in computed radiography is done by tracking 

exposure indicators [8,9] such as exposure index for Carestream (Carestream Health 

Rochester, NY) or Sensitivity for Philips (Royal Philips Electronics the Netherlands). 

This is done by mining PACS for these values and comparing them to previous values or 
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the desired values for a given examination. This technique is useful in maintaining a 

consistent overall .dose over time, thus eliminating the problem of dose creep. However, 

the exposure indicators actually give no direct indication of the radiation exposure 

received by the patient. Therefore, patient exposure from computed radiography is not 

truly being monitored in the current process and we have no applicable information 

regarding patient dose. 

We have expanded upon the previous work that tracked exposure indicator 

values to include dose calculations for patients at our institution. We have looked 

separately at Carestream and Philips computed radiography systems to relate exposure 

indicator values to patient dose using a series of smaller relationships. Step 1 was to 

relate exposure indicators to CR plate exposure. Step 2 was to relate CR plate exposure 

to patient entrance skin exposure (ESE) through exam specific transmission factors. Step 

3 was to relate ESE to patient effective dose (ED) through Monte Carlo simulations. 

These relationships were then used to clinically implement a dose tracking system for 

computed radiography. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Overall Scheme 

Figure 1 shows the overall scheme followed in the determination of effective 

dose to the patient from computed radiography exams. We pull information including 

the exam type, vendor of the CR reader, and exposure indicator from the picture 
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archiving and communication system (PACS). The cassette vendor and exposure 

indicator are used to find the plate exposure. The protocol is used along with the 

technique chart used at our institution to determine what the typical values of peak tube 

kilovoltage (kVp), thickness, and field size are for the type of exam.  

These values of kVp, thickness, and field size are then used in broad beam 

attenuation and Monte Carlo calculations. The broad beam attenuation experiment was 

used to determine the transmission factor for the exam type. The transmission factor and 

plate exposure are used to calculate the ESE for the patient. The Monte Carlo 

calculations are used to determine the ED normalized to ESE. This effective dose per 

entrance skin exposure value is used to convert the ESE to ED.  



 

Figure 1: Flow chart of methods for 

PACS. Triangles are already established entities, circles are information being moved 

from one process to another, and squares are the action performed.
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Flow chart of methods for determining patient dose from information in 

PACS. Triangles are already established entities, circles are information being moved 

from one process to another, and squares are the action performed. 

 

determining patient dose from information in 

PACS. Triangles are already established entities, circles are information being moved 
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2.2 Exposure Indicator to Plate Exposure Conversion 

The relationship between exposure indicator and plate exposure is different for 

different vendors [10,11]. Carestream and Philips are two common manufacturers of 

computed radiography cassette and image readers and the basis for this study. 

Although there are known relationships between plate exposure and exposure indicator 

for both of these manufacturers, it is important that the relationships are experimentally 

verified for the machines that are used clinically.  It is important to also verify the effects 

of beam quality, i.e. beams of different energies going through different thicknesses, on 

the relationship between plate exposure and EI. The data was found to follow the 

general relationships of EI=A*log(X)+B for Carestream and EI=C/X for Philips where X is 

in mR 

The x-ray tube was angled to shoot horizontally along the length of the imaging 

table at a target (ion chamber or CR plate) 40 inches away. Lucite™ was placed in the 

beam so that the entire beam was blocked by each of the Lucite slabs. The plate exposure 

vs. EI relationship was measured for combinations of kVp and thickness (Table 1). 

Exposures were taken at five different time integrated tube current (mAs) settings for 

each combination of kVp and thickness to gather data from a range of exposures. 
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Table 1: kVp and thickness combinations used to determine beam quality 

dependence of plate exposure vs. exposure indicator. 

 

The images were viewed as raw images with a linear lookup table. Values for the 

exposure and exposure indicator (exposure index for Carestream and sensitivity for 

Philips) were recorded for each of the five mAs settings at each kVp and thickness 

combination. 

2.3 Transmission Factor Determination  

The transmission factors for different exams were determined through a broad 

beam attenuation experiment. For this experiment, we first determined the exposure 

characterization of the tube output as mR per mAs for the entire range of kVp values. To 

do this, exposures were taken at 200 mA and 50 ms  (10 mAs) at kVp values of 60, 70, 80, 

90, 100, 110, and 120. The exposure (mR) for each case was recorded at 30 inches source 

to chamber distance (SCD) 10 inches above a lead apron on the floor of the room. The 

mR/mAs was calculated and fit to a second order polynomial of mR/mAs vs. kVp. This 

relationship allows the calculation of the exposure at the entrance of the Lucite for any 

thickness with a simple inverse square correction from 30 inches.  

kVp thickness

120 34.6

23.7

90 23.7

13.0

70 13.0



 

The x-ray tube was

imaging table with an ion chamber placed at 40 inches SCD. A grid was placed 

in front of the ion chamber and L

  Exposures were taken at different settings of kV

bracketing the likely  

parameters associated 

with different 

radiographic exams. This 

was repeated for three 

field sizes (5 x 5, 10 x 10, and 14 x 14 inches

(no grid, 8:1 grid, and 12:1 grid).

36 lines per cm, focus of 100 cm. The 8:1 grid is a portable Protect

Imaging with 103 lines per inch, 34

Figure 2: Setup of transmission factor experiment
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ray tube was then angled to shoot horizontally along the length of the 

table with an ion chamber placed at 40 inches SCD. A grid was placed 

n front of the ion chamber and Lucite was placed directly in front of the grid

Exposures were taken at different settings of kVp and thickness (

. This 

5 x 5, 10 x 10, and 14 x 14 inches) and three grid conditions  

(no grid, 8:1 grid, and 12:1 grid). The 12:1 grid was a Philips Medical Systems grid with 

36 lines per cm, focus of 100 cm. The 8:1 grid is a portable Protect-A-Grid

with 103 lines per inch, 34-44 inch focus, and serial number L058197.

: Setup of transmission factor experiment 

Table 2: kVp and thicknesses used to determine 

transmission factors. 

kVp Thickness (cm) kVp Thickness (cm)

60 15.8, 20.3, 24.8 60 2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

80 15.8, 20.3, 24.8 80 2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

100 15.8, 20.3, 24.8, 29.3, 32.7 100 2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

120 15.8, 20.3, 24.8, 29.3, 32.7 120 2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

Grid No Grid

y along the length of the 

table with an ion chamber placed at 40 inches SCD. A grid was placed directly 

ucite was placed directly in front of the grid. 

thickness (Table 2), 

The 12:1 grid was a Philips Medical Systems grid with 

Grid by Reina 

44 inch focus, and serial number L058197. 

 

used to determine 

Thickness (cm)

2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

2.3, 4.6, 6.8, 8.5, 12.0, 15.7

No Grid
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The exposure (mR) at the ion chamber was recorded for each exposure taken and 

the entrance exposure was calculated from the mR/mAs characterization done earlier. 

The transmission factor was then calculated by dividing the exposure at the ion chamber 

by the calculated exposure at the entrance of the Lucite. The sftool function of 

MATLAB™ (MathWorks Natick, MA) was then used to create a 3D plot of TF vs kVp  

 and thickness to fit a surface as  

 where S is the thickness. There was a separate equation for each set of field size and 

grid conditions, enabling one to calculate a transmission factor for each type of exam. 

For the chest exams, an effective thickness representative of the combination of 

soft tissue and air present in the chest cavity was initially assumed to be 7.62 cm for 

anteroposterior (AP) and posteroanterior (PA) exams [12].  

This assumption was further verified by imaging a Lungman chest phantom 

(Kyoto Kagaku Co. Ltd. Kyoto, Japan) in the AP and lateral directions. The raw CR 

image data were corrected to represent exposure using the known relationship of 

 ��� � �1 � ln
��  �2 (2) 

for the Carestream system. The ratio of the average exposure behind the phantom and 

that outside the phantom borders was used as the transmission factor for chest exams.  

 �� � 
�1 � ����  �2 � ���  �3� � ������ (1) 
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2.4 Monte Carlo Simulations to Convert ESE to ED 

Monte Carlo simulations using PCXMC 2.0™ (STUK Helsinki, Finland) were 

performed to determine a relationship between patient effective dose and entrance skin 

exposure. In order to do this, we needed to know the kVp, source to skin distance (SSD), 

field height, field width, and position of the beam center. The kVp and SSD were 

determined directly from the Duke technique chart. The additional filtration was 

assumed to be 3 mm of aluminum for all exams to simulate the inherent filtration of the 

tube head. The patient height and weight were assumed to be 178.6 cm and 73.2 kg, 

respectively, which is the program default. The source to skin distance was calculated by 

subtracting the patient thickness from the source to image distance.  

The field height, width, and position were determined in PCXMC by ensuring 

the correct body parts were located in the beam. Each simulation was run with 20,000 

photons to determine their path. PCXMC was then used to compute patient effective 

dose as well as dose to individual organs from a unit entrance exposure. 

2.5 Clinical Implementation 

A data mining program was used to pull information relevant to dose 

monitoring. For computed radiography, the information regarding beam parameters is 

absent from the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) header. 

What was available to us were the protocol, vendor, and exposure index for each exam. 

As a part of our continuous quality improvement program at our institution, DICOM 
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header information for 11,079 clinical data sets was recorded into a table. This table 

included body region, projection orientation, description, manufacturer, model, 

institution, station, date, age, gender, sensitivity (for Philips), and exposure index (for 

Carestream). Description, manufacturer, sensitivity, and exposure index were dose 

relevant information used in dose calculations, while the other data were used for 

comparisons of effective dose across systems.  

Columns were added onto this table to include exam specific characteristics such 

as transmission factors (TF), dose conversion coefficients (DCC) (i.e. effective dose per 

entrance exposure, plate exposure, entrance skin exposure (ESE), and effective dose 

(ED). Transmission factor and DCC were estimated directly while plate exposure was 

derived from the exposure indicator as noted earlier. The plate exposure was divided by 

the transmission factor to get the ESE, and the ESE was multiplied by the DCC to 

estimate the effective dose. 

Data were collected from computed radiography exams according to this method 

and used to set clinical reference levels and action levels for exams as well as compare 

effective dose across vendors and institutions. Reference levels were set at the 75th 

percentile of all exams and action levels were set at 3 times the median dose according to 

previously established standards at our institution. The reference levels were used for 

comparison while the action levels were used to determine exams where the patient may 

have received an excess radiation dose, which may require follow up investigation. 
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Chest examinations were examined further since they are the most common study done 

in projection radiography [13]



 

3. Results 

3.1 Exposure Indicator to Plate Exposure Conversion

 The data shown in Figure 3

and plate exposure for carestream

Figure 3: Plot of EI vs. log of exposure for Carestream 

of all beam spectra of different kVp and Lucite filtration

 

Plotting this data together

between EI vs log of exposure

 

.  
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Exposure Indicator to Plate Exposure Conversion

data shown in Figure 3 show the relationship between exposure indicator 

for carestream to be very consistent across beam qualities.

Plot of EI vs. log of exposure for Carestream reader  showing the overlaying 

of different kVp and Lucite filtration. 

Plotting this data together and fitting a linear equation gives a relationship 

between EI vs log of exposure as 

 

Exposure Indicator to Plate Exposure Conversion 

the relationship between exposure indicator 

to be very consistent across beam qualities. 

 

showing the overlaying 

fitting a linear equation gives a relationship 

(3) 



 

The relationship was found to be consistent across beam qualities for other CR readers. 

However, different readers yielded different slopes and intercepts for the relationships 

depending on the calibration status of the reader. Overall the results confirmed that the 

manufacturer literature of a slope of 1000 and intercept of 2000 are reasonable 

parameters for this relationship.

The relationship between exposure index and pl

for Philips machines. The data

1/S is consistent across different beam qualities

Figure 4: Philips plate exposure vs. 1/S for different beam qualities with different 

kVp and Lucite filtration
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found to be consistent across beam qualities for other CR readers. 

However, different readers yielded different slopes and intercepts for the relationships 

depending on the calibration status of the reader. Overall the results confirmed that the 

er literature of a slope of 1000 and intercept of 2000 are reasonable 

parameters for this relationship. 

The relationship between exposure index and plate exposure was also

he data plotted in Figure 4 again shows that plate 

consistent across different beam qualities.  

Philips plate exposure vs. 1/S for different beam qualities with different 

kVp and Lucite filtration. 

found to be consistent across beam qualities for other CR readers. 

However, different readers yielded different slopes and intercepts for the relationships 

depending on the calibration status of the reader. Overall the results confirmed that the 

er literature of a slope of 1000 and intercept of 2000 are reasonable 

ate exposure was also examined 

again shows that plate exposure vs. 

 

Philips plate exposure vs. 1/S for different beam qualities with different 
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Fitting the data from Figure 4 with a linear fit gives us a relationship between 

plate exposure and sensitivity shown as  

 Plate X = 202/S,  (4) 

 

consistent with manufacturer literature. As is the case of Carestream, the relationship 

provided by the manufacturer (X=200/S) being a reasonable representation of the system 

response. 

3.2 Transmission Factor 

The exposure characterization for the x-ray tube was plotted and fit to a second 

degree polynomial to fit mR/mAs vs. set kVp as shown in Figure 5  

 

Figure 5: Exposure characterization of the x-ray tube used to determine transmission 

factors. 

This exposure characterization was used to calculate the entrance exposure at the 

Lucite face when calculating the transmission factors as 

y = 0.0007x2 + 0.1999x - 7.9672

R² = 0.9999

0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

m
R

/m
A

s

kVp
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 � ��
����

 ! #$
� 0.0007 � ����  0.1999 � ��� ) 7.9672 

(5) 

 
 

The transmission factors for each combination of kVp, field size, and thickness 

for each grid condition are provided in Tables 3-5. 

Table 3: Transmission factor data for 8:1 grid with field sizes of 14x14 in, 10x10 in, and 

5x5 in. 

 

Asterisk denotes data were not obtained due to the small magnitude of the transmission 

factor. 

Grid Lucite FS FS FS

8:1 Thickness 14x14 10x10 5x5

kVp cm TF TF TF

60 15.8 0.002701 0.002492 0.001978

20.3 * * *

80 15.8 0.005343 0.004960 0.004192

20.3 0.001988 0.001917 0.001493

24.8 0.000694 0.000638 0.000461

100 15.8 0.009466 0.008760 0.007012

20.3 0.003807 0.003325 0.002488

24.8 0.001551 0.001317 0.000866

29.3 0.000675 0.000519 0.000338

32.7 0.000355 0.000280 *

120 15.8 0.013792 0.011664 0.009987

20.3 0.005823 0.005066 0.003653

24.8 0.002478 0.002072 0.001332

29.3 0.001066 0.000844 0.000511

32.7 0.000578 0.000434 0.000248
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Table 4: Transmission factor data for 12:1 grid and field sizes of 14x14 in, 10x10 in, 

and 5x5 in. 

 

Asterisk denotes data were not obtained due to the small magnitude of the transmission 

factor. 

 

Grid Lucite FS FS FS

12:1 Thickness 14x14 10x10 5x5

kVp cm TF TF TF

60 15.8 0.004622 0.004337 0.003919

20.3 0.001443 0.001452 *

80 15.8 0.006357 0.006022 0.005216

20.3 0.002633 0.002385 0.001979

24.8 0.001119 0.000902 0.000745

100 15.8 0.009867 0.009161 0.007666

20.3 0.004121 0.003702 0.002883

24.8 0.001831 0.001592 0.001182

29.3 0.000829 0.000682 0.000469

32.7 0.000478 0.000378 *

120 15.8 0.013488 0.012669 0.010229

20.3 0.005823 0.005223 0.003930

24.8 0.002573 0.002216 0.001571

29.3 0.001187 0.000989 0.000659

32.7 0.000713 0.000520 0.000324
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Table 5: Transmission factor data for no grid and field sizes of 14x14 in, 10x10 

in, and 5x5 in. 

 

Asterisk denotes data were not collected as the condition does not represent a clinical 

exam situation. 

Inputting these values for each grid and field size combination and fitting 

it to a surface per Equation 6 provided 9 fits (Table 6) relating transmission factor 

Grid Lucite FS FS FS

None Thickness 14 x 14 in 10 x 10 in 5 x 5 in

kVp cm TF TF TF

60 2.3 * 0.612 0.526

4.6 * 0.378 0.304

6.8 * 0.224 0.164

8.5 0.168 0.152 0.109

12.0 0.081 0.073 0.047

15.7 0.034 0.031 0.017

80 2.3 * 0.636 0.550

4.6 * 0.429 0.339

6.8 * 0.274 0.198

8.5 0.230 0.199 0.135

12.0 0.117 0.110 0.063

15.7 0.050 0.049 0.022

100 2.3 * 0.679 0.586

4.6 * 0.482 0.380

6.8 * 0.321 0.229

8.5 0.277 0.243 0.162

12.0 0.158 0.140 0.079

15.7 0.077 0.066 0.025

120 2.3 * 0.698 0.604

4.6 * 0.513 0.403

6.8 * 0.353 0.251

8.5 0.299 0.272 0.180

12.0 0.177 0.157 0.092

15.7 0.080 0.080 0.042
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to kVp and thickness, 3 for each grid case. An example of the surface plot is 

shown in Figure 6. 

 �� � 
�1 � ����  �2 � ���  �0� � ������ (6) 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Fitting TF to kVp and thickness with a custom equation. 

Table 6: Table of coefficients along with goodness of fit statistics for 

calculating transmission factors for each grid and field size combination. 

 

 

f(x,y) = (C1*x^2+C2*x+C3)*exp(-C4*y), x=kVp, y=thickness

Grid FS C1 C2 C3 C4 R^2

12:1 14x14 2.199E-05 -0.0009761 0.06405 0.1879 0.9977

10x10 2.541E-05 -0.001357 0.08423 0.1975 0.9988

5x5 2.295E-05 -0.001146 0.09451 0.2111 0.9993

8:1 14x14 2.596E-05 -0.0005561 -0.0026 0.1955 0.9987

10x10 1.038E-05 0.001757 -0.08817 0.1985 0.9971

5x5 1.819E-05 0.001474 -0.08454 0.2259 0.9997

None 14x14 -1.323E-05 0.0058 0.525 0.2153 0.9944

10x10 -1.873E-05 0.0075 0.469 0.1754 0.9893

5x5 -1.138E-05 0.0319 -0.75 0.1813 0.9914
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Using these equations along with the kVp and thickness typical of each exam 

type, a table of transmission factors for each exam was calculated as shown in Table 7. 

The transmission factor for the AP/PA chest exams was found with an assumed effective 

thickness of 7.62 cm and compared to the transmission factor found from the Kyoto 

chest phantom image analysis. These two transmission factors were similar as the 

assumed effective thickness gave a transmission factor of 0.117 and the Kyoto phantom 

measurement gave a transmission factor of 0.114. The lateral chest transmission factor 

was found to be 0.049 which was used directly as the experimental transmission factor.  

3.3 Monte Carlo Simulations to Convert ESE to ED 

Monte Carlo simulations were run on all exams of interest and both organ dose 

and effective dose conversion coefficients in mSv/ESE(mR) were determined for each 

exam and shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Transmission Factors and Dose Conversion Coefficients for all exams of 

interest. 

Body Part View DCC TF 

Skull AP 0.000148 0.00227 

 PA 0.000121 0.00227 

 Lat 0.000148 0.00758 

Chest AP 0.003504 0.11400 

 PA 0.002106 0.11400 

 Lat 0.001330 0.04920 

Abdomen AP 0.002041 0.00189 

 PA 0.001192 0.00189 

 Lat 0.000653 0.00081 

Pelvis AP 0.001105 0.00326 

 PA 0.000300 0.00326 

Hip AP 0.000858 0.00264 

 PA 0.000333 0.00264 

Shoulder AP/PA 0.000856 0.00654 

Cspine AP 0.000550 0.01240 

 PA 0.000241 0.01240 

 Lat 0.000233 0.01890 

Tspine AP 0.000932 0.00264 

 PA 0.000561 0.00264 

 Lat 0.000357 0.00026 

Lspine AP 0.001416 0.00173 

 PA 0.000778 0.00173 

 Lat 0.000295 0.00053 

 

3.4 Clinical Implementation 

All of the previously explained principles were combined into one relationship to 

convert from exposure indicator to effective dose for each exam as ED=Plate X *DCC/TF 

using the DCC and TF values in Table 7 and the vendor equations for converting EI to 

plate exposure. The equations for Chest AP, Chest PA, and Chest Lat were used to 
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analyze chest examinations for our clinical sites. The analysis for each reader included 

values for mean, median, standard deviation, and diagnostic reference levels. Breaking 

the readers down into different vendors gave the dose distributions shown in Figures 7 

and 8. Breaking the readers down into facility gives the dose for the 75th percentile 

exams shown in Figures 9. Averaging the 75th percentile dose values across all readers 

would give the DRL’s for our institution. 

Exposure indicators were converted to effective dose as  

 +, � 10
-.��!!!�
/!!! � ,��

��  
,                                            (7) 

for Carestream readers and 

 +, � �200
+0 � � ,��

��  
,                                            (8) 

 for Philips readers using the coefficients for DCC and TF shown earlier in Table 7. 
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Figure 7: Fraction of exams that are at or above a certain effective dose for Carestream 

(a) and Philips (b) CR readers.
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Figure 7: Fraction of exams that are at or above a certain effective dose for Carestream 

(a) and Philips (b) CR readers. 

Figure 7: Fraction of exams that are at or above a certain effective dose for Carestream 
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Figure 8: Distribution of exams at a given dose (+/

Philips (b) CR readers. 
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Figure 8: Distribution of exams at a given dose (+/- 0.005 mSv) for Carestream (a) and 

 

0.005 mSv) for Carestream (a) and 
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Figure9: Doses of the 75th percentile exams for facility 1 (a), facility 2 (b), facility 3 (c), 

and facility 4 (d).
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4. Discussion 

There were many important phenomena observed during the process of 

developing this dose monitoring program. The first thing was that the relationship 

between plate exposure and exposure among different machines was highly variable.  

For this reason, we chose to use the manufacturers’ specifications for this relationship to 

convert from exposure indicator to plate exposure. This emphasizes the importance of 

calibration of the CR readers to fit the equations given by the manufacturers [10]. 

The effective doses from Philips machines were found to be higher than doses 

from Carestream machines for all exams. This requires further study to see if there is in 

fact something causing these exams to be higher dose. 

The relationships between doses from the different projections of chest exams are 

another aspect that is important to consider. The data shows that AP exams deliver the 

highest dose to the patient, followed by lateral projections, and then by PA exams, 

which deliver the least dose. This is consistent with what would be expected according 

to literature which has reported typical doses from PA and Lateral Chest exams to be 

0.02 mSv and 0.04 mSv, respectively [14-17]. Conversion factors between dose-area 

product (DAP) and effective dose for PA and AP chest exams are said to be 0.181 and 

0.318, respectively [18]. This means that AP chest exams have slightly less than twice the 

dose as PA chest exams, which is also shown by Gkantsios and Huda [19].  
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This would indicate doses from AP chest exams should be between those of PA 

and lateral projections. A possible reason for the AP exams being higher than lateral 

exams would be that many AP exams are done without a grid. Assuming a grid is being 

used decreases the transmission factor and, therefore, increases dose. So, the exams may 

be artificially skewed toward higher doses. 

Examination of dose conversion coefficients from literature which gives values of 

effective dose per energy imparted shows a good relationship between Monte Carlo 

calculations performed for the different chest views and the reported values [20]. It is 

important to note that lateral and AP/PA values aren’t directly comparable since 

different amounts of energy will be absorbed per ESE, but the relationships between the 

values reported by Huda give a good metric on how AP and PA exams should be 

correlated.  

According to Hart and Wall, the range between the 5th and 95th percentiles of 

effective dose for PA chest exams is within 0.008-0.037 mSv. That range for lateral exams 

is 0.013-0.08 mSv [14]. In our study, for Carestream, these ranges were 0.007-0.036 mSv 

for PA exams and 0.010-0.0456 mSv for lateral exams. These values fit well with what 

was recorded previously with the Carestream exams having a slightly smaller variability 

in patient dose. For Philips, these ranges were 0.004-0.077 mSv for PA and 0.005167-0.092 

mSv for lateral exams.  This shows that the Philips exams have a larger variability in 

patient dose than both Carestream and those reported by Hart and Wall. 
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Some comparisons can be made across machines and sites as well. For, example, 

the effective dose at facility 1 reader 1 showed an effective dose across all exams that 

was at least 50% higher than any other reader at this facility. This should be addressed 

to understand the cause of this difference. Again, it could be attributed to a poorly 

calibrated CR reader which wouldn’t mean patients have actually received a higher dose 

at that location. It could also be due to some fundamental difference in imaging 

techniques used at that location which should be looked at to determine what the best 

course of action would be.  

Our estimations are limited by our assumptions made about patients all being 

average size. This assumption leads to errors in the transmission factor and dose 

conversion coefficients. However, these errors have opposing effects on dose. For 

example, a patient who is overweight would have the associated transmission factor 

overestimated which would underestimate the ESE. The DCC for this same patient 

would be overestimated. These two factors are multiplied by each other to get effective 

dose. An underestimate in one and an overestimate in the other will decrease the total 

error associated with patient size assumptions from those of either factor individually.
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5. Conclusions 

In order for this dose monitoring program to work effectively CR readers must 

be properly calibrated to vendor specifications. Any fluctuation in the relationship 

between exposure indicator and plate exposure will be seen as errors in patient dose 

estimates on the back-end of the dose monitoring program. It is also important that 

exposure indicator values be reproducible in order to maintain accuracy of the program. 

These two factors can be easily tested in annual quality control tests of the CR readers. 

Currently, monitoring of computed radiography is done by tracking exposure 

indicators by mining PACS for these values and comparing them to reference values. 

This technique is useful in maintaining a consistent dose delivered to patients over time, 

thus eliminating the problem of dose creep. However, this dose monitoring program 

expands upon those previously established methods of monitoring exposure indicator 

values as a quality control metric and allows us to estimate and track patient dose as 

well. Since the dose for each exam is a simple relationship to the exposure indicator, the 

reported doses can be tracked in the same way the exposure indicator values have been 

used to create reference levels for facilities and pull out exams for further analysis if they 

are not within an acceptable dose range. 
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